
Italy:
 
There are few places that will seduce you 
more than Italy. Staggering scenery, 
exquisite cuisine, amazing wine, stylish and 
spirited - its no surprise that Italy is on of the 
worlds most revered sailing destinations. 
With its magnificent coastlines and 
glistening archipelagos Italy is a paradise 
for island hopping on your own private 
yacht charter. The regions you can explore 
draw some of the most glamorous tourists 
from around the world.

Each has its own character but no 
matter which you choose to explore you’ll 
be discovering some of the most 
captivating places to come upon by sea. 
Crystal clear waters, glamorous port towns, 
beautiful fishing villages and impressive 
natural landscapes make Italy a mecca for 
anyone looking to explore on a yacht 
charter holiday.

Sardinia
 
Theres something for everyone in Sardinia. 
Whether you’re looking for luxurious restaurants 
and a vibrant nightlife or you’d sooner explore 
semi-deserted beaches and anchor beneath a 
star filled sky, Sardinia has you covered. 

The island features some of Europe’s best white 
sandy beaches and you’ll find them 
regularly interspersed along a rugged 
coastline. Best explored from the sea, only a 
yacht will let you discover the most authentic 
side of this region. There’s nothing quite like the 
feeling of freedom and adventure you’ll feel on 
charter in Sardinia. Drop anchor in Costa 
Smeralda’s scalloped bays, where celebrities 
and supermodels frolic in emerald waters; play 

castaway on the Golfo di Orosei’s coves, where 
sheer cliffs ensure seclusion; or sail to La 
Maddalena’s Archipelago, a lesser known 
paradise only accessible by boat. 

Alongside all of its natural splendor theres also 
a rich variety of culture & history on show. The 
island has been inhabited since the Bronze age 
and there are remnants of prehistory waiting 
to be uncovered on every corner of the island. 
Many charters leave from within the vicinity of 
Olbia on the North East of the island. Olbia, Greek 
for “happiness” is a coastal city with a historic 
center filled with archaeological landmarks, 
piazzas ringed by wine bars, and authentic 
eateries.

Sardinia
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sat: Portisco to Pevero Bay
Sun: Pevero Bay to Caprera Island
Mon: Caprera Island to Budelli Island
Tues: Budelli Island to Bonifacio
Weds: Bonifacio to Spargi Island
Thurs: Spargi Island to La Maddalena 
Fri: La Maddalena to Portisco

1 Wk Portisco Return

Costa S’meralda - Located roughly between the 
villages of Baja Sardinia and Porto Rotondo on 

the North East side of the island, the 
Emerald Coast consists of miles and miles of 
picture perfect bays, coves and white sandy 
beaches. Specifically tailored toward luxury 

tourism the region has been developed with 
great consideration for its location. Its gracious 

architecture is characteristic: small, low, white 
buildings with soft lines that blend in beautifully 

with the surrounding Mediterranean vegetation. 

In the Costa Smeralda you are invited you to 
enjoy the fine cuisine, great shopping and the 
suave and luxurious lifestyle on display in the 

small towns and villages within the region. 

Anchor off in Cala di Volpe, a gorgeous natural 
port where some scenes for the James Bond film 
The Spy Who Loved Me were filmed. Alternatively 

visit; Liscia di Vacca, surrounded by 
Mediterranean brush and blessed with 

turquoise waters, Liscia Ruja, with its inlets 
framed by fragrant juniper bushes or Romazzino, 

with its transparent sea and white beaches.

Maddalena Archipelago - Sitting just off the 
Costa Smeralda this Archipelago makes for 

a perfect nautical playground. These unspoilt 
islands host a national park that extends over 

more than 60 small islands hiding countless 
anchorages and perfect swim spots. A perfect 

place to get away from it all, the area is popular 
with those looking for quiet nights at anchor 

surrounded by natural beauty. Sailing the islands 
could serve as a perfect counterpart to busier 

nights spent moored off the Sardinian mainland.


